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Abstract Why vestibular compensation (VC) after an
acute unilateral vestibular loss is the neuro-otologist’s best

friend is the question at the heart of this paper. The dif-

ferent plasticity mechanisms underlying VC are first
reviewed, and the authors present thereafter the dual con-

cept of vestibulo-centric versus distributed learning pro-

cesses to explain the compensation of deficits resulting
from the static versus dynamic vestibular imbalance. The

main challenges for the plastic events occurring in the

vestibular nuclei (VN) during a post-lesion critical period
are neural protection, structural reorganization and rebal-

ance of VN activity on both sides. Data from animal

models show that modulation of the ipsilesional VN
activity by the contralateral drive substitutes for the normal

push–pull mechanism. On the other hand, sensory and

behavioural substitutions are the main mechanisms impli-
cated in the recovery of the dynamic functions. These

newly elaborated sensorimotor reorganizations are

vicarious idiosyncratic strategies implicating the VN and
multisensory brain regions. Imaging studies in unilateral

vestibular loss patients show the implication of a large

neuronal network (VN, commissural pathways, vestibulo-
cerebellum, thalamus, temporoparietal cortex, hippocam-

pus, somatosensory and visual cortical areas). Changes in

gray matter volume in these multisensory brain regions are
structural changes supporting the sensory substitution

mechanisms of VC. Finally, the authors summarize the two

ways to improve VC in humans (neuropharmacology and
vestibular rehabilitation therapy), and they conclude that

VC would follow a ‘‘top-down’’ strategy in patients with

acute vestibular lesions. Future challenges to understand
VC are proposed.

Keywords Unilateral vestibular loss ! Vestibular
compensation ! Static deficits recovery ! Dynamic deficits
recovery ! Animal models ! Human brain imaging

Vestibular compensation: a model of neuronal
plasticity

The vestibular system contributes to reflex generation for

posture [1] and oculomotor [2] control, and interacts with
high-level cognitive processes including spacial perception

[3], spacial navigation [4] and body representation [5].

Alteration of the vestibular inputs as a consequence of
ageing, head trauma, ototoxic drugs or vestibular patholo-

gies has dramatic consequences particularly on balance

control and gaze stability, both impaired functions that
have a strong impact on the patients’ quality of life [6].

Indeed, vertigo and dizziness, and their associated neu-

rovegetative symptoms nausea and vomiting, are extremely
disabling for vestibular loss patients who exhibit increased
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Mechanisms of vestibular compensation: recent advances
Mayank B. Dutia

Introduction
Experimental studies of vestibular compensation have
sought to elucidate the neural and synaptic plasticity in
the brain responsible for the functional recovery that
follows peripheral vestibular lesions. This article reviews
recent studies published over the last 2 years, which have
provided new evidence of these mechanisms. Several
more extensive reviews have appeared recently which
give a wider perspective on the literature [1–3].

Vestibular compensation
Normal vestibular function depends upon a balanced and
symmetrical pattern of afferent inputs converging upon
the brainstem vestibular nuclei from the semicircular
canal and otolith receptors in the two inner ears. The
appropriate temporal and spatial integration of these
vestibular afferent signals with visual, proprioceptive
and other information that also reaches the vestibular

nuclei is essential for oculomotor and postural reflex
function and for spatial cognition and navigation. Partial
or complete interruption of the afferent input from one
side, through damage to the peripheral vestibular recep-
tors or to the vestibular nerve, precipitates an often
severe, debilitating and distressing syndrome of oculo-
motor and postural symptoms (spontaneous nystagmus in
mammals, head roll- and yaw-tilt, asymmetric extensor
tone in the limb and axial muscles [2,4,5]). These initial
‘static’ symptoms of unilateral vestibular deafferentation
(UVD) normally ameliorate quite rapidly and largely
disappear, as vestibular compensation takes place. The
effects of the permanent loss of vestibular afferent inputs
on ‘dynamic’ reflex function are, however, long-lasting, so
that, for example, deficits in vestibulo-ocular reflex
(VOR) gain towards the lesioned side, and in the sub-
jective vertical remain relatively uncompensated [2,4].

Much experimental research in animal models has
focussed on understanding the cellular mechanisms
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Purpose of review
This article reviews recent studies that have provided experimental evidence for
mechanisms of neural and synaptic plasticity in the brain during vestibular
compensation, the behavioural recovery that takes place following peripheral vestibular
lesions.
Recent findings
First, experimental evidence from animal studies indicates that an unbalanced vestibular
commissural system is a fundamental cause of the syndrome of oculomotor and postural
deficits after unilateral labyrinthectomy. Second, recent studies suggest the involvement
of both GABAergic and glycinergic commissural neurons. In addition gliosis and
reactive neurogenesis in the ipsilesional vestibular nuclei appear to be involved in
compensation. Third, evidence from cerebellar-deficient mutant mice demonstrates an
important role for cerebellum-dependent motor learning in the longer term. Factors such
as stress steroids and neuromodulators such as histamine influence these plasticity
mechanisms and may thus contribute to the development of compensation in patients.
Summary
Vestibular compensation involves multiple, parallel plastic processes at various sites in
the brain. Experimental evidence suggests that adaptive changes in the sensitivity of
ipsilesional vestibular neurons to the inhibitory neurotransmitters GABA and glycine,
changes in the electrophysiological excitability of vestibular neurons, changes in the
inhibitory control of the brainstem vestibular networks by the cerebellum, gliosis and
neurogenesis in the ipsilesional vestibular nuclei, and activity-dependent reorganization
of the synaptic connectivity of the vestibular pathways are mechanisms involved in
compensation.
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Rehabilitación Vestibular
En los 40’ Cawthorne y Cooksey observaron: 

• los paciente que se movían, mejoraban más que los que permanecián en reposo 

• era necesario provocar los síntomas para reducirlos 

En los 80’ se establecen ejercicios de estabilización de la mirada, con el objetivo de 

potenciar la función residual, estimular estrategias de sustitución y habituación
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Vestibular Rehabilitation for 
Peripheral Vestibular Hypofunction: 
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Background: Uncompensated vestibular hypofunction results in postur-
al instability, visual blurring with head movement, and subjective com-
plaints of dizziness and/or imbalance. We sought to answer the question, 
“Is vestibular exercise effective at enhancing recovery of function in 
people with peripheral (unilateral or bilateral) vestibular hypofunction?”
Methods: A systematic review of the literature was performed in 5 data-
bases published after 1985 and 5 additional sources for relevant publica-
tions were searched. Article types included meta-analyses, systematic re-
views, randomized controlled trials, cohort studies, case control series, and 
case series for human subjects, published in English. One hundred thirty-
five articles were identified as relevant to this clinical practice guideline.
Results/Discussion: Based on strong evidence and a preponderance 
of benefit over harm, clinicians should offer vestibular rehabilitation 
to persons with unilateral and bilateral vestibular hypofunction with 
impairments and functional limitations related to the vestibular deficit. 
Based on strong evidence and a preponderance of harm over benefit, 
clinicians should not include voluntary saccadic or smooth-pursuit eye 
movements in isolation (ie, without head movement) as specific exer-
cises for gaze stability. Based on moderate evidence, clinicians may 
offer specific exercise techniques to target identified impairments or 
functional limitations. Based on moderate evidence and in consider-
ation of patient preference, clinicians may provide supervised ves-
tibular rehabilitation. Based on expert opinion extrapolated from the 
evidence, clinicians may prescribe a minimum of 3 times per day for 
the performance of gaze stability exercises as 1 component of a home 
exercise program. Based on expert opinion extrapolated from the evi-
dence (range of supervised visits: 2-38 weeks, mean = 10 weeks), clini-
cians may consider providing adequate supervised vestibular rehabilita-
tion sessions for the patient to understand the goals of the program and 
how to manage and progress themselves independently. As a general 
guide, persons without significant comorbidities that affect mobility 
and with acute or subacute unilateral vestibular hypofunction may need 
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StableEyes—A Portable Vestibular
Rehabilitation Device

Christopher J. Todd, Patrick P. Hübner, Philipp Hübner, Michael C. Schubert, and Americo A. Migliaccio

Abstract— The vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) is the
primary mechanism for stabilizing vision during rapid head
movements. We have developed a training technique that
typically increases the VOR response a minimum of 15%
after 15 mins of training. This technique relies on sub-
jects tracking a visual target that moves as a function of
head motion, but at a different speed, so that the VOR
is challenged to increase in order to stabilize the retinal
image of the target. We have developed a portable device,
StableEyes, which implements this technique so that unas-
sisted training can be performed at home by patients with
VOR hypofunction. The device consists of a head unit and
base unit. The head unit contains inertial sensors to mea-
sure the instantaneous 3-D orientation of the head in space
at 250 Hz, and an integrated circuit mirror to dynamically
control the position of a laser target in space. The base
unit consists of a touch screen interface that allows users
to calibrate and set the device, in addition to recording
compliance. The laser target range is ±12.5°. The device
latency is 6 ms with a frequency response stable up to
6 Hz for velocities >80°/s, i.e., head velocities, where the
VOR contributes most to visual stability. StableEyes was
used to increase the VOR response in 10 normal subjects.
In these, the VOR towards the adapting side increased
by ∼11%, which is comparable to our laboratory findings.
The adoption of StableEyes could improve the efficacy of
vestibular rehabilitation and its outcomes.

Index Terms— Adaptation, AVOR, rehabilitation,
StableEyes, vestibular, vestibulo-ocular reflex.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE angular vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) is the primary
mechanism for stabilizing images on the retina during

rapid (>90°/s [1]) head rotations. If the head moves while
viewing a far target, an ideal VOR will rotate the eyes in the
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opposite direction to the head with equal velocity. The ratio of
this response (eye velocity/head velocity) is known as the VOR
gain, and is typically equal to 1.0 in subjects with normally-
functioning vestibular systems. The head impulse test is an
effective way to measure the VOR response [2]. A head
impulse is a transient head rotation with peak amplitude ∼10°,
peak velocity ∼150°/s, and peak acceleration ∼3,000°/s2.
Active head impulses are self-generated, whereas passive head
impulses are unpredictable and delivered by an examiner.

The VOR is the fastest reflex in humans, with a latency
of 6–10ms between head rotation stimulus and eye move-
ment response (humans: [3]–[5], monkeys: [6]). Consequently,
vision stabilization performed by the VOR during high fre-
quency head movements cannot be substituted by other (low
latency / frequency) gaze stabilizing mechanisms (i.e. smooth
pursuit and optokinetic systems). Injury to one of the periph-
eral vestibular organs can result in a persistent VOR gain
deficit [7] (complete, or partial, i.e. hypofunction) that presents
symptoms of head movement-induced dizziness, blurred vision
(oscillopsia), and poor balance. Vestibular hypofunction can be
unilateral (UVH) or bilateral (BVH), affecting both vestibular
organs.

Current best practice for patients with incomplete vestibular
loss includes rehabilitation exercises that aim to improve
gaze stabilization. These exercises rely on the assumption
that a hypo-functioning VOR retains its potential for gain
adaptation. Patients are encouraged to perform active head
movements while visually fixating an earth-fixed target, i.e.
the VOR gain demand for these activities is typically 1.
Although traditional vestibular rehabilitation exercises lead to
marked improvements in patient quality of life, mostly via
habituation, substitution and conditioning, they do little to
improve the underlying cause of visual instability, i.e. the VOR
gain deficit [8]. Clearly, a new approach is needed to improve
VOR gain deficit.

We have developed a VOR gain adaptation technique that
reliably increases the VOR gain by ∼15% after 15 minutes of
training [9]–[11]. This technique has subjects visually track
a target that moves synchronously with the head, but with
programmable velocity. With this technique the VOR gain
required to stabilize the image of the target on the back of
the retina can be controlled.

Classic VOR gain adaptation studies had subjects actively
turn their head while viewing their environment through mag-
nifying or minifying lenses to respectively drive up or down
their VOR gain [12], [13]. With our technique, subjects track
a laser target that moves as a function of head motion in
otherwise darkness while performing active head impulses.

1534-4320 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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We do not use lenses as they elicit feelings of disorientation
and nausea during training that discourage the rapid head
movement required for a predominantly vestibular training
stimulus. The head impulse contains motion that occurs during
everyday activities - that is, frequencies (ranging from 2 - 6Hz)
and velocities (100-200°/s) that rely almost completely on the
VOR for vision stabilization [14].

Another feature of our technique is that the VOR gain
demand increases incrementally during training. At the
beginning of training, the visual target motion is set to
present a VOR gain demand equal to the pre-training value
(e.g. gain = 1.0 for a normal subject). During training the
target motion is changed so that the VOR gain demand
increases gradually.

An incremental challenge to the VOR has been shown to
be more effective than a constant VOR gain demand for gain
adaptation [9]. Using our technique the VOR gain demand can
be fixed for rotations towards one side (non-adapting side) and
increased towards the other side (adapting side) [10], [11].
In this way, patients with unilateral vestibular lesions only
train to increase the gain towards their hypo-functioning side,
without modifying the gain towards the normal-functioning
side. This is an important consideration given that increasing
the VOR gain towards the normal-functioning side creates
visual instability for rotations towards that side.

Due to the short latency of the VOR, any intervention
that aims to alter the VOR gain using head impulses
requires dedicated hardware with real-time control. In 2014,
we built an analogue device comprising a horizontal laser
galvanometer and horizontal angular velocity sensor mounted
on a helmet, to generate a VOR gain demand [15]. Using
this device, we were able to increase the VOR gain in
normal subjects by ∼15%, however the helmet device target
control was imprecise and generally not suitable for future
investigations. We redesigned the helmet device, and present
herein, a head-mounted unit that generates a real-time,
2D-controllable, earth-fixed laser target, with digital precision
that allows subjects to simulate laboratory VOR adaptation
training conditions at home.

II. METHODS

StableEyes is a portable device comprising a head unit
and base unit, designed for VOR rehabilitation (Patent
US201001981). Worn on the forehead, the head unit projects
a laser target that moves with respect to the head, as a
function of head motion. Fig. 1a shows a subject wearing the
head unit. The base unit houses a touch-screen user interface
that allows patients to perform VOR training exercises at
home (Fig. 1b). Each StableEyes unit can be configured to
deliver training customized for each patient. Training involves
a number of epochs, of a pre-set duration, during which the
user visually fixates the controlled laser target (projected on
a wall) while performing active head impulses. The VOR
gain demand needed to maintain fixation of the laser target
increases each epoch.

A. Hardware
1) Head Unit: The StableEyes head unit is a 3D-printed

enclosure (Shapeways, NY, USA) that projects an

Fig. 1. (a) A subject wearing the head unit; (b) Base unit, showing
configuration screens; (c) Exploded view of the head unit showing MARG
sensor array, and laser-on-mirror assembly (held in a calibration mount);
(d) Exploded view of the base unit. Omitted for clarity: battery, speaker,
vibration motor, various connectors.

independently controllable visual target (laser). The enclosure
houses a 1mW, red laser unit, a two axis micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS) mirror (Mirrorcle Technologies,
Inc., California, USA), and a magnetic, angular rate,
and gravity (MARG) sensor array containing a triaxial
gyroscope, triaxial accelerometer and triaxial magnetometer
(MinIMU-9 v3, Pololu Corporation, Las Vegas, USA). The
three axes of each sensor unit are factory-aligned to be
mutually orthogonal. The accelerometer and gyroscope are
sampled at 250Hz, and the magnetometer at (its maximum)
100Hz.

The laser is passed through a pinhole to reduce the spot size
to 0.8mm – the diameter of the mirror. The laser is aligned
such that the beam is reflected only off the mirror and not the
surrounding (reflective) package. This assembly is shown in
Fig. 1c. The mirror can be mechanically tilted by applying a
DC actuation voltage to either axis, enabling two-dimensional,
point-to-point optical beam steering with a settling time < 1ms.
The laser is projected through the center of a plastic window
on the front of the head unit.

The head unit is held on the forehead with an elastic strap
(Fig. 1a), and has a combined weight of 80g. A pivot axis
allows it to be manually pitched so that the laser target is
presented at eye level when the mirror is in its neutral position.
An unshielded, multicore cable (external diameter 3.9mm,
comprising 9 × 0.25mm cores) of length 1.2m communicates
MARG sensor readings, laser switching, and mirror rotation
signals with the base unit.

2) Base Unit: The base unit is built around a Mikromedia for
dsPIC33 Smart Display (MikroElektronika, Belgrade), com-
prising a 32-bit dsPIC33 microcontroller running at 40MHz,
TFT color display, touch screen, and micro-SD card slot.
We connected a rechargeable, 2700mAh lithium-polymer
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Fig. 5. (a) Motion of the laser target during a training session, where
the left side is being adapted. The laser target appears stationary on the
wall (gain of 1) for all rightward rotations. For leftward rotations, the VOR
gain demand for epoch one is set to 1. The gain demand increases every
epoch by 0.1. The dashed line shows the path of the laser target as seen
by a stationary observer. For instance, during epoch 1 the laser appears
to remain stationary. By epoch 10, the laser draws a long line on the wall
in the opposite direction to the head – a gain of 1.9. (b) Head and eye
velocity traces obtained from a single subject during a training session.
Top row: epoch 1; bottom row: epoch 10 (after 15min of incremental
adaptation training). During epoch 10, for rotations towards the adapting
side, the VOR gain has increased by 20%. Gains are reported as mean
gain ± standard deviation.

recording. The mean acceleration vector during this period was
used to determine the misalignment of each head unit, relative
to gravity. The 3D gyroscope data were rotated according to
the acceleration vector, to transform sensor coordinates to head
coordinates.

To determine the latency of the StableEyes head unit,
we examined the time difference between the peak velocity
of the head and the peak velocity of the head unit.

5) VOR Gain Adaptation: We tested VOR gain adaptation
in 12 normal subjects (mean age 33 years; range 24-44 years)
using StableEyes. None of these subjects had any his-
tory or clinical signs of vestibular hypofunction. Participation
in this study was voluntary and informed consent was obtained
as approved by the University of New South Wales Human
Ethics Committee.

The adaptation training was unilateral, and the adapting
side was randomized. The VOR gain demand was increased
incrementally throughout the training, as illustrated in Fig. 5a.
Each session was performed in complete darkness (apart from
the laser target) and comprised 10, 90-second epochs, totaling
15 minutes of active, horizontal head impulse training. The
VOR gain demand ranged from 1 (epoch 1) to 1.9 (epoch 10;
i.e. incrementing by 0.1 per epoch), for rotations towards the
adapting side, and was always 1 for the non-adapting side. The
passive and active VOR gains were tested immediately prior
to, and following the training. Gains are reported as mean gain
± standard deviation.

Two-dimensional head and eye velocity data were cap-
tured with an EyeSeeCam video-oculography (VOG) sys-
tem (Interacoustics, Denmark). The VOG system and the
StableEyes head unit were worn simultaneously. A separate
recording was made for each of the pre- and post-training

examinations (2 (pre, post) × 2 (active, passive) = 4 files
total). The instantaneous VOR gain for a single head impulse
was calculated by dividing (inverted) horizontal eye velocity
by horizontal head velocity for each time-point in the 30ms
period prior to peak head velocity – five time-points at 220 Hz
sample rate. The median value of these five points was taken
as the VOR gain for that head impulse. We repeated this
calculation for each head impulse, and reported the mean of
the median values as the VOR gain for that recording/file.

Statistical analysis was performed using a multiway analysis
of variance (ANOVA), with three-factor interactions. The
independent variables included time (pre, post), direction
(adapting, non-adapting) and impulse (active, passive). The
dependent variable was VOR gain. We also performed paired
t-tests, on the pre- and post-training active and passive VOR
gains to assess significance.

III. RESULTS

The StableEyes response characteristics to both impulse and
sinusoidal rotational stimuli depend on the β value setting for
the gradient descent algorithm, i.e. the MARG sensor fusion
algorithm described in Methods B.2).

A. Impulse Response
Fig. 6a shows the yaw output (θhead) from the gradient

descent algorithm for different β values. Due to the inherent
drift of all MEMS gyroscopes, we first attempted to tune
the algorithm to tolerate a small zero-rate bias. The light-
grey trace (β = 0) shows the yaw response derived from the
gyroscope only; the drift due to zero-rate bias is indicated.
Choosing β = 0.06 (dark-grey trace of Fig. 6a) or higher
corrects this drift but introduces unacceptable lag (during
dynamic conditions) and a laser target that appears ‘jittery’
under static conditions (i.e. when the head is not moving).
An optimal solution was found when gyroscope zero-rate
bias was removed immediately prior to each training session,
permitting a small β = 0.0125. This is shown by the dashed,
black line in Fig. 6a. The latency of the laser target relative to
the head is 6ms during a head impulse, using this optimized
β-value.

Fig. 6b shows θtarget – the output of the laser target control
system illustrated in Fig. 2. The VOR gain demand is 1,
therefore a perfectly compensatory response should show a
flat line of zero degrees as the head rotates. During the
high acceleration period at the onset of each head impulse,
the maximum error in the laser target position is < 0.6 degrees.
At a viewing distance of 1m, this corresponds to a horizontal
movement of < 1cm. The RMS error is < 2% for the period
when the laser is on.

The laser target velocity response is shown in Fig. 6c.
There is nominal velocity error between the head and the
laser target, with the exception of the period at the onset of
the head impulse. The laser target catches up before the head
velocity reaches 50°/s. As long as the magnetic field direction
(in space) does not change after the device is calibrated at
the start of each session, then it has no effect on StableEyes.
The gradient descent algorithm is not affected by transient

(a) Motion of the laser target during a 
training session, where the left side is 
being adapted. The laser target 
appears stationary on the wall (gain of 
1) for all rightward rotations. For 
leftward rotations, the VOR gain 
demand for epoch one is set to 1. The 
gain demand increases every epoch 
by 0.1. The dashed line shows the 
path of the laser target as seen by a 
stationary observer. For instance, 
during epoch 1 the laser appears to 
remain stationary. By epoch 10, the 
laser draws a long line on the wall in 
the opposite direction to the head – a 
gain of 1.9. (b) Head and eye velocity 
traces obtained from a single subject 
during a training session. Top row: 
epoch 1; bottom row: epoch 10 (after 
15min of incremental adaptation 
training). During epoch 10, for 
rotations towards the adapting side, 
the VOR gain has increased by 20%. 
Gains are reported as mean gain ± 
standard deviation 
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Abstract.10

BACKGROUND: Current vestibular rehabilitation for peripheral vestibular hypofunction is an exercise-based approach that
improves symptoms and function in most, but not all patients, and includes gaze stabilization exercises focused on duration
of head movement. One factor that may impact rehabilitation outcomes is the speed of head movement during gaze stability
exercises.

11

12

13

14

OBJECTIVE: Examine outcomes of modified VOR X1 exercises that emphasize a speed-based approach for gaze stabiliza-
tion while omitting substitution and habituation exercises. Balance training focused on postural realignment and hip strategy
performance during altered visual and somatosensory inputs.

15

16

17

METHODS: A retrospective chart review of 159 patients with vestibular deficits was performed and five outcome measures
were analyzed.

18

19

RESULTS: All outcomes- self-report dizziness and balance function, dynamic gait index, modified clinical test of sensory
interaction and balance, and clinical dynamic visual acuity improved significantly and approached or achieved normal scores.

20

21

CONCLUSIONS: The combination of modified VOR X1 gaze stability exercises, wherein patients achieved high-velocity
head movement (240◦/s) during short exercise bouts, with “forced use” gait and balance exercises for postural realignment
and hip strategy recruitment, achieved 93–99% of normal scores for all five outcomes. These results compare favorably to
the outcomes for current VR techniques and warrant further investigation.

22

23

24

25

Keywords: Vestibular rehabilitation, peripheral vestibular hypofunction, outcomes26

1. Introduction27

Current vestibular rehabilitation (VR) for periph-28

eral vestibular hypofunction is an exercise-based29

approach that typically includes a combination of30

four different exercise elements: 1) gaze stabilization31

exercises; 2) habituation exercises as needed based32

on symptoms; 3) balance and gait training and 4)33

∗Corresponding author: Robert Alan Roller, PT, 2615 Centen-
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656 1837; E-mail: robert.roller@IMCPT.com.

endurance and strength exercises. Studies suggest 34

that vestibular rehabilitation improves symptoms 35

and function in most but not all patients [4, 6, 8, 36

17]. As many as 75–88% (depending on the out- 37

come measure) of patients with unilateral vestibular 38

hypofunction experience meaningful improvements 39

following VR [7]. 40

Gaze stability exercises involve head motion while 41

maintaining focus on a target and were developed 42

based on the concepts of vestibulo-ocular reflex 43

(VOR) adaptation and substitution. The VOR has 44

been shown to be modifiable and retinal slip has 45
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and vestibular rehabilitation therapy: 10 recommendations
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This review questions the relationships between the plastic events responsible for the
recovery of vestibular function after a unilateral vestibular loss (vestibular compensation),
which has been well described in animal models in the last decades, and the vestibular
rehabilitation (VR) therapy elaborated on a more empirical basis for vestibular loss patients.
The main objective is not to propose a catalog of results but to provide clinicians with an
understandable view on when and how to perform VR therapy, and why VR may benefit
from basic knowledge and may influence the recovery process. With this perspective, 10
major recommendations are proposed as ways to identify an optimal functional recovery.
Among them are the crucial role of active and early VR therapy, coincidental with a post-
lesion sensitive period for neuronal network remodeling, the instructive role thatVR therapy
may play in this functional reorganization, the need for progression in the VR therapy proto-
col, which is based mainly on adaptation processes, the necessity to take into account the
sensorimotor, cognitive, and emotional profile of the patient to propose individual or “à la
carte” VR therapies, and the importance of motivational and ecologic contexts. More than
10 general principles are very likely, but these principles seem crucial for the fast recovery
of vestibular loss patients to ensure good quality of life.

Keywords: vestibular compensation mechanisms, vestibular rehabilitation therapy, critical period, adaptation,
habituation, anxiety and stress, motivation, ecologic contexts

BACKGROUND
The vestibular system was originally thought to contribute to
reflex generation for posture (1) and oculomotor (2) control, in
close convergence with other sensory and motor signals (3). More
recently, the vestibular system has been recognized for its con-
tribution to, and interaction with, high-level cognitive processes
including space perception (4), spatial navigation (5), body repre-
sentation (6), attention (7), memory (8), mental imagery (9), and
even social cognition (10).

The dramatic consequences of vestibular disorders therefore
incorporate a wide range of symptoms including loss of balance,
blurred vision, and vertigo, as a result of impaired vestibulo-
spinal and vestibulo-ocular reflexes (VORs) and of abnormally
activated vestibulo-thalamo-cortical pathways, respectively (11,
12). Impaired inputs to the vestibular cortex and hippocampus
very likely explain the deficits in spatial navigation and mem-
ory tasks (13, 14) as well as in body representation and bodily
self-consciousness (10). The functional, psychological, and social
impacts of vestibular impairment are very important from a soci-
etal point of view. A vertigo crisis, together with the physical
disability and the psychological stress that accompany a vestibular
disorder, results in socio-professional consequences (stop work-
ing), psychological and social isolation (15) in many cases. As
a rule, the vestibular syndrome is ameliorated over weeks and

months in both humans and animals through the process of
vestibular compensation [(16–18), for reviews].

The recovery of the static symptoms, observed in a stationary
patient, must be differentiated from the recovery of the dynamic
symptoms, seen only when the patient moves his/her head or
his/her whole body in space (19). The static symptoms incor-
porate spontaneous vestibular nystagmus, skew deviation and eye
cyclotorsion (oculomotor signs), head and body tilt (vestibulo-
spinal signs), vertigo, and modification of the subjective visual
vertical (SVV) (perceptual and orientation signs), usually aggra-
vated by neurovegetative disorders (nausea and vomiting). This
static syndrome is generally fully compensated for with a rela-
tively short time constant depending on the species: a few days
(rat model), weeks (cat model), or months (humans). In con-
trast, the dynamic deficits (drops in gains and phase shifts of the
VOR, reduction of the time constant of the VOR on the affected
side, and impaired balance control in challenging contexts) remain
poorly compensated and are exhibited over a longer time period.
Moreover, in many cases, the VOR does not recover at all. The
permanent deficit of dynamic VOR function was first described
by the Australian group in vestibular loss patients during pas-
sive head impulses using short-duration angular accelerations in
the natural range of head motion (2000°–3000°/s�2), directed
toward the affected side [Head Impulse Test: HIT, see Halmagyi
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• Estimular al paciente a realizar conductas activas que involucren moverse 

• Comenzar el tratamiento lo más pronto posible luego de ocurrida la lesión 

• La RV guía y estimula procesos de compensación postlesional 

• Realizar ejercicios que promuevan adaptación y no habituación 

• Individualizar la estrategia de tratamiento (no estandarizar) 

• Tener en cuenta el perfil motor, sensorial y cognitivo del individuo 

• Considerar la progresión del tratamiento en cuanto a la dificultad del mismo 

• Reducir stress y ansiedad, considerar depresión 

• Favorecer contextos habituales del paciente (ecológicos) 

• Motivar al paciente


